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Electronic Forms
Skip the paper and capture information instantly
Updox Electronic Forms lets you interact with patients by engaging  

them where they are—on their mobile devices. With no apps to download,  

Electronic Forms is an online tool used for collecting information in a quick 

and easy way. Forms flow through our secure, HIPAA-compliant environment 

and create a paperless experience for patients and staff. Collect information 

electronically from patients without managing piles of paperwork with  

Updox Electronic Forms. 

“COVID has changed medicine in so many ways. Because of Updox Forms,  

we can spend more time face to face with patients and they are  

spending less time on paperwork. That makes everyone happier!”

Karen Plevyak, RN

Alternatives Medical Clinic

Reduce paper
Decrease need for paper and  

print-based supplies

Increase safety
Minimize touch points for added  

patient assurance 

Access anywhere
Take actions on forms at anytime  

from any location

Work efficiently
Eliminate errors associated with manual  

entry from paper to computer

Unpleasant  
waiting rooms  

were the most cited  

reason that patients stop 

returning to a healthcare 

facility.

2019 Qualtrics Industry Pain Index
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Forms Library
A library of templates to choose from 
Access the Forms Library to browse and copy Updox sample  

forms to get started.

What’s unique about us? 

The Updox Communication Platform helps you deliver the best virtual and in-person care  

and focus on what matters most—your patients. Updox is the only place to manage all  

your work and communications to ensure safe and efficient care. From one consolidated inbox,  

Updox provides HIPAA-compliant solutions that enhance the patient experience, boost office  

productivity, and drive organizational profitability. 

Learn more at  updox.com/solutions/office-productivity/electronic-forms

Capture Information
Never feel limited by text boxes 
Capture more than text with unique field options like signature, 

 image, and star ratings.

Share URL
Easily share with patients 
Create a unique URL with each Electronic Form to easily  

share with patients.


